Path To Becoming a Better Remote Leader
Accountability, Engagement & Coaching in a Remote Environment

This course is designed to help the already-experienced leader develop a plan of coaching and accountability
that can be executed with ease and in an authentic, effective manner wile leading a remote team. While there
is much pressure to “hold people accountable” there are very few trainings and tools about how exactly to do
that given today’s complex work environment. This course is packed with tools and strategies backed by the
data and brain science designed to help leaders take it to the next level and engage the members of their
team in a new and brain-friendly way.

Just a few of the topics covered in
this program:

“THIS WAS INCREDIBLY USEFUL
AND THOUGHT-PROVOKING.”

Coaching VS Accountability and Feedback
Your Communication Default Settings
3 Types of Ineffective Leaders
Your Leadership Pillars & Team Development Plans
Your Leadership Ideal: How Do You Influence?

“I LEARNED SO MUCH AND
ENJOYED ALL OF THE
DIALOGUE.”

Collaborative Conversations
Meetings, 1:1's and Team Engagement

“THE INTERACTION WAS REALLY
HELPFUL FOR ME.”

Details about this program:
Ideally attendees will have at least 1-year in a lead role and at least
1 direct report

What Participants are Saying

Allow 3 to 3.5 hours for this program (ideally split into 2 sessions)
This program can be offered as a stand-alone or combined with an
emotional intelligence program which includes testing
Prework and homework created to increase learning and
engagement
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Brenda’s professional speaking approach is confidently different. Her
past experience speaking for 13 years worldwide coupled now with her
leading credentials in the coaching profession allow her to create an
atmosphere of experiential learning where the participants are the
central focus. Brenda uses content that is highly relevant to today’s
workforce and designs her programs to engage teams both with their
own brain power and with their co-workers as well.
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